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Susie Reynolds Reece 

 
 
Susie Reynolds Reece, also known as the Southern Fried Asian, is a published author, 
national speaker, and violence prevention strategist and consultant with her area of 
expertise being suicide prevention. Reece is the first and only Violence Prevention 
Coordinator for CHI St. Vincent Arkansas’ Network. She is a founding member and the 
first and only Chairperson of the Garland County Suicide Prevention Coalition (GCSPC). 
GCSPC recently gained formal 501c3 nonprofit status and Reece’s guidance and she has 
been named the Executive Director of the rebranded Suicide Prevention Allies.  
 
Reece is no stranger to the desperate need for suicide prevention, having lost her father 
to suicide in early childhood and later having dealt with major depression throughout 
her formative and adult years. She holds countless certifications within the fields of 
coalition building and prevention with her focus area in the prevention of suicide. She 
has taught hundreds of suicide prevention courses from inmates to Marine Generals at 
Marine Training Headquarters and everyone in between. Reece has presented, 
consulted, and spoken to hundreds of thousands all over the United States. She has been 
featured by countless news media, including television appearances, podcasts, and print 
publications.  
 
Reece strives to raise awareness of the issue of suicide, mental health, sexual assault, 
bullying, interpersonal violence, and substance use disorders. She acts as a social 
entrepreneur connecting and educating stakeholders on their unique roles and assets 
when dealing with the social issues within their communities. Reece’s varied 
professional experience in public relations, community non-profits, systemic 
improvements, networking and writing provide the perfect foundation for building a 
strong and successful prevention or nonprofit movement in an array of social arenas.  
 
Reece is a member with such groups as Project HOPE, the Ouachita Area Youth 
Council, Chapter of Understanding based in NYC, and the Arkansas Suicide 
Prevention Network, Crisis Intervention Committee, Community Action 
Board, CeMHOR (Veteran’s Affairs Research Council), to name but a few.  
  
Susie is a certified instructor in ASIST (Applied Suicide Intervention Skills 
Training), safeTALK, Crisis Intervention Training (the Memphis Model), 
Community Clergy Training Program (through the Department of Defense 
and Veteran’s Affairs), The R Rules (youth life skills training), Green Dot 
(Air Force Training), and SAPST (Substance Abuse Prevention Skills 
Training. Reece is certified in QPR Gatekeeper Training, Strategic Planning Approach 
to Suicide Prevention, Mental Health First Aid, Substance Abuse Prevention Skills 
Training; Choosing and Implementing a Suicide Prevention Gatekeeper Training 
Program, Counseling on Access to Lethal Means, Making Educators Partners in Youth 
Suicide Prevention, Locating and Understanding Data for Suicide Prevention, Suicide 
Risk & Protective Factors, and Suicide: Facts, Figures and Theories. She has hundreds of 
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training hours in coalition building and prevention skills with her focus being on suicide 
prevention.  
 
Ms. Reece is a sought after public speaker and has presented to Marines Headquarters 
in Quantico, Veteran’s Affairs, Military Installations, Colleges, Hospitals, and many 
other groups on the significance of suicide prevention programs and the critical 
necessity for open dialogue on the subject.  
 
A prolific writer of essays, stories, poetry and more, Reece shares her musings on her 
blog and through social media. Susie took to writing as a young girl, a past time that 
became a godsend in the wake of her father’s untimely death. Isolated by a family who 
knew no other way but to deny the tragedy, Susie turned inward immersing herself in 
her writing as a means to survive her overwhelming grief.  
 
Reece has for many years been compiling the details of her fractured childhood, the 
life and tragic loss of her beloved father, 1SG David Wayne Reynolds of the 
Old Guard, as well as the dark days and years that followed. Her journal became her 
escape, her confidant and her best friend throughout her ordeal. It remains her constant 
companion to this day. Susie will share her harrowing journey in a forthcoming book.  
 
As an emerging author, Susie published her first book of ‘Family Tales’--  
a whimsical and comical compilation of stories based on her experiences raising her 3 
children. The CHILDREN’S GUIDE TO PARENTING  
 and latest release “The i’Mpossible Project: Lemonade Stand” are currently 
available on Amazon.  
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